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The main cause of oil pollution of soil is the emergency situations within oil production,
transportation and processing in the boundaries of industrial sites of chemical and
petrochemical industries. Oil pollution leads to the deterioration of the agrophysics
soil characteristics, namely to the dysfunction of the water, air, thermal, oxidationreduction and nutrient regimens. Microbial technologies are becoming accepted
worldwide as cost-effective and environmentally friendly approaches to improve oil
production. One of the methods to purify oil residue is bioremediation, in this way
we Investigate Enterobacter Aerogenes effects on heavy oil by SARA, FT-IR, GC and
GCxGC methods. The material required for the growth of Enterobacter Aerogenes is
Carbon and Phosphate. On the one hand, this bacterium takes these nutrients from
carbohydrates in our body. In addition, the crude oil is full of Hydrocarbon structures.
So, the Enterobacter Aerogenes is injected with Thioglycollate broth to crude oil
which was distillated and the samples were put for a month in an incubator for 30
days. The results this research illustrate this bacterium has been able to survive in oil
by isolating straight-run carbons with short and weak bounds from asphaltene and
resin structures, as well as utilizing sulfur, nitrogen and oxygen in the oil. Also, it
is found out this bacterium has had a positive effect on making light oil from heavy
crude oil. It should be noted this bacterium releases CH4, which can be used again if
the gas is collected.
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Introduction
These days, many methods have been employed to eliminate oil
residue contaminants including use of natural and synthetic adsorbents,
mechanical methods, catalytic failure… and etc. Basically, the use of
environmentally friendly technologies is one of the relatively new
approaches in various industries. One of the most particularly and
highly regarded methods is the use of oil bacteria in oil industry.
The presence of biological species in oil-rich regions indicates the
ability of these microorganisms in surviving in crude oil. Uses of
biological methods are practically economical and natural. One of
the applications of biotechnology is the use of bacteria in various
industries, including the oil industry. Microorganisms are able to use
petroleum for growth as a source of carbon and power. Biotechnology
is a method which by direct or indirect use of microorganism or
changing the genetic structure of bacteria serves human beings. The
removal of sulfur from fuels, clearing of sea levels from oil spills,
removing oil residue, purifying industrial waste are considered as
important achievements in biotechnology.1 In the various sectors of
the oil industry leakage and the spread of oil pollution, including the
field of oil production, refineries and transportation lines due to the
ineffectiveness of processes and accidents, is inevitable. In addition,
these pollutants are injurious to human health and environment.
Moreover, there are expensive to be cleared. Bioremediation is a
method that uses the ability of living organisms to increase the rate
of destruction of pollutants. These bacteria are found in a variety
of sources, including water, sewage, Soil contaminated with oil,
petroleum residues…and by using various mechanisms including
producing gases-like hydrogen, nitrogen, methane and carbon
dioxide that reduce oil viscosity and improve the characteristics of
oil flow-they remove pollutants.2‒4 in this paper, we study the effect
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of Enterobacter Aerogenes on heavy oil. After growing these bacteria
in the thioglycolate broth, heavy oil is added and the whole medium
is put in incubator for 30days then, SARA, FT-IR, GC and GCxGC
techniques are employed to evaluate this bacterium. E. Aerogenes is
a gram-negative bacterium which can cause digestive disease. This
bacterium belongs to the family Enterobacteriaceae. E. Aerogenes
can be found in gastrointestinal tract. Furthermore, it can cause UTI
(Urinary Tract Infections).5‒7 This explanation shows up this bacterium
typically cause no harm to healthy individual. The material required
for growth are Carbon and Phosphate also this bacterium take this
nutrient from carbohydrates in our body. On the other hand, the crude
oil is full of Hydrocarbon structures and this bacterium need these
nutrients for growth then inject bacteria to crude oil to analyze the
effects of bacteria on heavy oil which would it separate carbon from
organic structures instead of Hydrocarbon structures in our body or
not. Saturate, Aromatic, Resin and Asphaltene (SARA) is an analysis
method that separation crude oil components according to their
polarizability and polarity. The saturate fraction consists of nonpolar
hydrocarbon/material including straight-run, branched, and cyclic
saturated hydrocarbons (paraffins). Aromatics, which contain one or
more aromatic rings, are slightly more polarizable. The remaining
two fractions, resins and asphaltenes, have polar substituents. The
distinction between the two is that asphaltenes are insoluble in an
excess of heptane (or pentane) whereas resins are miscible with
heptane (or pentane).8 Chromatography encompasses a series of
techniques that have in common the separation of components of a
mixture by a series of equilibrium operations that result in separation
of the entities as a result of their partitioning (differential sorption)
between two different phases, one stationary with a large surface and
the other a moving phase in contact with the first.9 Comprehensive
gas chromatography, namely GCxGC, is the last destination reached
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by separation science. “It falls into the category of multidimensional
techniques, mainly due to the association of two different mechanisms
of separation. Compared to the more known MDGC (Multidimensional
Gas Chromatography), GCxGC is more “comprehensive” toward the
separation process involving sample analytes”.10

Sampling strategies; methodology and tools
First 100ml/lit of crude oil from the well No. 113 of Gachsaran
field was distilled for two hours to obtain heavy oil. Then, 15mil/
lit heavy oil plus 15mil/lit of thioglycollate broth were added and
mixed with a shaker for 2 hours. Finally, 150 Lambda (λ) enterobacter
aerogenes was added and mixed for 20minutes, and then, they were
put in an incubator for 30 days. SARA test results after 30days before
and after the treatment regarding the bacterial effect on crude oil are:
i. This chart illustrates that the bacterium effected on all of the part
of petroleum, and the saturation result as well as the asphaltene
part decreased by 6% and 2%, respectively. On the other hand,
the aromatic part and resin increased by 6% and 2%, respectively.
ii. Evidences show that this bacterium used straight-run alkane
compounds instead of the power source. Also, it has effects on the
resin section to release the heterocyclic carbon materials on the
aromatic section.

Comparison the results of bacterial function on the
samples with FT-IR technique
FT-IR analysis shows what molecules with what structure are
present in a sample.11 Two types of infrared spectrometers are in
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common use in the organic laboratory: dispersive and Fourier transform
(FT) instruments. Both of these types of instruments provide spectra
of compounds in the common range of 4000 to 400cm-1. Although
the two provide nearly identical spectra for a given compound, FTIR infrared spectrometers provide the infrared spectrum much more
rapidly than the dispersive instruments.12 At the bottom, you can see
the FT-IR results of samples before and after treatment. These charts
illustrate the saturate part of the hydroxy- group and amine group with
the small bound carbons deleted. Also, the long chain groups such as
OH and NH2 increase slowly. Also, the pick number 1030 show that
the oxygen – sulfur from sulfoxide group has been deleted. On the
other hand, after treating the pick number 2723, making hydrogen
– carbon with strong structure from aldehyde hydrogen group with
weak bounds was considered. These changes represent the alcohol
functional oxidation to aldehyde (Figure 1). The aromatic charts
show the slowly deleting carbonyl group, which the picks number
1254 and 1024 confirmed it (Figure 2). Biodegradation occurred in
Resin part, and then the smaller molecule with OH and NH functional
groups Isolated from the asphaltene complex. The achievement of
these changes is to increase the concentration of alcohol, amine and
phenol (Figure 3). Finally, the asphaltene charts primarily show that
hydrogen and nitrogen structures are deleted,13 and also the peaks
less than 1375 are destroyed too. These peaks include alcohol and
aromatic compound with hydrogen structure. On the other hand,
the tensile strength of alcohol and phenol groups increases, also the
smaller alkane chain compound is isolated from the asphaltene part
(CH and CH2). These changes indicate the effects of bacteria on the
biological degradation of the crude oil sample (Figure 4).

Figure 1 FT-IT result for saturate parts.

Figure 2 FT-IT result for aromatic parts.
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Figure 3 FT-IT result for resin parts.

Figure 4 FT-IT result for resin parts.

Gas chromatography interpretation
To evaluate the bacterial function on the crude oil samples, the
saturation parts before and after the treatment are evaluated by the
gas chromatography. Since crude oil is a good source of nutrition for
bacteria, comparison of the chromatograms obtained from the sample
(before and after the treatment) can provide proper information on
the bacterial functions in the crude oil sample. The spectrum obtained
from the gas chromatography analysis is shown in Figure 5. According
to the spectrum, the distribution of normal hydrocarbon starts from
C15 to C35 in the spectrum field. On the other hand, the reason for the
lack of light hydrocarbons (from carbon 8 to 14) is mainly due to the
distillation of the crude oil. The aforementioned samples are analysed
by a two-dimensional chromatography (GCxGC). The saturated part
was analyzed by the gas chromatography after applying bacterial
effects on the crude oil sample.14 The spectrum obtained from this
test is shown in Figure 5. Evidence suggests that the distribution of
the normal alkane components is different from the sample, before
the treatment. The emergence of light hydrocarbons in the spectrum
field shows that the effect of bacteria on increasing the fluidity of the
crude oil sample was due to breaking the alkane chain connected to
the polar sections of the sample, and their separation from resin and
asphaltene complexes. The reduction of the of saturated hydrocarbon
components concentration, especially alkanes higher than C26 in the
field of spectrum shows the bacterial effect on the saturated section
that uses the saturate compound instead of the power source.15
According to the above two illustrations, we can identify carbon
No.16 to 34 in the first crude oil sample without bacteria; the crude
oil is distilled and then the lighter hydrocarbon is deleted. The picture
on the right shows the sample of crude oil affected by bacteria that

leads to producing carbon NO.11 with high peaks, and eventually the
peaks are terminated by carbon No. 29 and 30. The two graphs clearly
show the breaking of heavy hydrocarbon structures around the peak
17 to 31, and eventually the formation of lighter carbon,16 as carbon
numbers 11 to 16 can be seen. Carbons with a higher carbon number,
have a longer alkaline chain with more hydrogen than hydrocarbon
with smaller chain. Therefore, combining the results of IR and GC
shows that this bacterium uses carbon NO.17 to 34 instead of the
power source in the saturate part. Moreover, this bacterium uses the
hydrocarbon in the aromatic part for producing lighter hydrocarbon,
which includes hydrogen, and destroyed the alcohol structure in
asphaltene part to use the hydrogen, nitrogen and oxygen as a power
source.17

Comprehensive two-dimensional gas chromatography
interpretation
Chemical analyses of the samples were evaluated with twodimensional chromatography technique before and after the treatment.
The two-dimensional spectra obtained from this method are shown
in Figures 6 and 7. Figure 6- Comparison of conventional and twodimensional GC spectra obtained from the GC x GC technique on
saturation part from crude oil, before treatment (above spectrum
A),18 after treatment (bottom spectrum B). Based on Figure 1, the
distribution of saturated constituents in the range 22-35 in the spectral
range is well represented. Not only there are normal alkanes in this
range of carbon, but also there are biomarker combinations such
as esterans and hopanes. In the ordinary GC, normal alkanes are
clearly indicated as the peaks with low density in spectrum “A” and
as compounds in the two-dimensional spectrum. These compounds
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are shown in the 2-dimensional spectrum.19 The main sample is seen
as blue spots with central red and yellow parts (specimen before the
treatment in spectrum “B” in Figure 1A shows the spectrum obtained
from the typical GC analysis on the crude oil sample at the lower part
of spectrum “B”, and the result of the GC X GC, which is treated by
the bacteria, and also range of hopanes biomarkers and homologous
hopanes with high density at the top of the chromatogram (Y axis).20
The comparison of the obtained chromatograms (analysis with
conventional gas chromatographs and two-dimensional technique) on
crude oil samples (before and after the bacterial effect) indicates that
Enterobacter aerogenes has been able to have effects on the saturated
compounds, especially alkanes; it acts as a suitable metabolism and
the saturation compounds with higher carbon can be decomposed
slowly.21 Reducing the concentration of normal alkanes (typical
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spectrum as shown in the bottom of Figure 1, in the sample after the
treatment) indicates the required effect of the bacteria.22 Increasing
the concentration of hopane biomarkers in the sample after treatment
also shows that the bacterial function on alkane is selectively and
consequently after eliminating or reducing the relative alkanes, which
appear as red stars at the bottom of the spectrum “B” of Figure 2. A
saturated circular structure (hopane biomarkers)23 with relatively high
concentration in Y-axis is shown in the chromatogram. According to
the relative reduction of asphaltene content (Figure 5), regarding the
specimen after the treatment, it can be noted that this process causes
this bacterium to have effects on the asphaltene and the short-chain
structures around the asphaltene micelles section is separated for this
reason.24

Figure 5 GC test result.

Figure 6 Comparison of conventional and two-dimensional GC spectra
obtained from the GC x GC technique on saturation part from crude oil,
before treatment (above spectrum A), after treatment (bottom spectrum B).
Table 1 SARA test result
Before treatment

After treatment

Saturate (%)

37

31

Aromatic (%)

35

41

Resin (%)

17

19

Asphalthene (%)

11

9

Figure 7 Comparison of two-dimensional spectra obtained from GC x
GC technique on crude oil saturation part. (Before treatment: Spectrum A
and after treatment: Spectrum B). The scope shown in the two-dimensional
analysis is from C22 to C35.

The treated sample at the beginning of the chromatogram shows
that it has increased the components of light alkenes. Along with this
process, the release of hopanes connected to asphaltene and resin has
also occurred. Comparison of two-dimensional spectra (see above)25
obtained from GC x GC technique on crude oil saturation (Before:
Spectrum “A” and after the treatment: Spectrum “B”).26 The scope
shown in the two-dimensional analysis is from C22 to C35. The effect
of enterobacter aerogenes on the crude oil has been studied for the
first time, using IR, GC and GCxGC techniques.27 This study indicates
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that instead of using carbonic material from amino acid groups
in human body the Enterobacter aerogenes applied the required
materials from a different part of crude oil. With the IR technique,
has been proven that the bacteria in various oil parts uses the structure
of oxygen molecules, sulfur, nitrogen and hydrocarbons with weak
bonds.28‒30 In the saturation section, the removal of structures contains
hydroxyl (O-H), nitrogen (N-H), carbon-carbon, and oxygensulfur structures, including sulfoxide structures. In the aromatic
part, C=O bounds have been eliminated like in cotton and carbonyl
materials.31‒33 On the other hand, in the resin section, we are faced
with the increasing concentration of phenolic, alcoholic and amine
compounds, which leads to destruction of hydrocarbon structure in
the asphaltene section. Eventually, in the asphaltene section, all the
hydrogen, nitrogen, alcoholic structures, and aromatic compounds
with a carbon-hydrogen structure are also eliminated.34,35 According
to SARA results, the highest bacterial effect is on the saturated and
asphaltene parts, which are respectively decreased by 6% and 2%.
On the other hand, an increase of 6% and 2% occurs in aromatic and
resin parts, respectively.36,37 Also, in the oil saturated section, and
according to the required analysis for GC and GCxGC techniques,
this bacterium has been able to produce short-chain carbons in the
saturated section by destroying the hydrocarbon structures from the
asphaltene segment to separate hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen. It is
worth mentioning that enterobacter aerogenes bacterial releases CH4,
which can be used again if the gas is collected.
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